2N IP INTERCOMS

2N’s intercom portfolio includes seven IP intercom models ranging from basic audio-only units to highly ruggedized emergency call box models, offering versatile access control, audio-visual and two-way communication all-in-one. These industry-leading, sophisticated, commercial intercoms are suitable for multi-unit residential complexes, commercial buildings or campuses.

An open IP platform offers countless possibilities to integrate with SIP, VAPIX and ONVIF. System integrators can integrate the solution with other systems and solutions for video surveillance, access control, VoIP communication and more.

2N® IP VERSO
MODULAR DOOR STATION WITH A SLEEK DESIGN, WIDE RANGE OF MODULES

2N® LTE VERSO
WORLD’S FIRST LTE INTERCOM

2N® IP SOLO
Compact with hidden HD camera

2N® IP BASE
One or two buttons

2N® IP UNI
1 button pictograms

2N® IP SAFETY
2 buttons - Info and SOS 10W speaker
2N ACCESS CONTROL
The 2N Access Unit is an access control device based purely on IP technology. It combines the functions of a traditional controller and edge devices in one unit supporting different types of credentials.

2N ACCESS UNIT 2.0

![Multi-frequency RFID Reader](01850-001)
![Bluetooth & RFID Reader](01851-001)
![Touch Keypad & RFID Reader](01852-001)

2N ACCESS UNIT

![RFID Reader](01365-001 (125kHz))
![Bluetooth Reader](01366-001 (13,56MHz))
![Fingerprint Reader](01367-001)
![Touch Keypad](01370-001)

2N ANSWERING UNITS
2N offers high-quality, stylish, multi-functional answering units which can be elegantly fit with any interior. Portfolio consists of 3 different audio or audio-video communicators and mobile video application for receiving the calls. In combination with 2N IP intercoms, provides a comprehensive system for door communication.

2N® INDOOR TALK
INDOOR AUDIO UNIT WITH HD SOUND TO RECEIVE CALLS FROM ANY IP INTERCOM

![Black 01698-001](White 01699-001)

2N® INDOOR TOUCH 2.0
MULTIFUNCTIONAL COMMUNICATOR WITH ADVANCED INTEGRATIONS WITH HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

![Black 01670-001 (with WiFi)](White 01671-001 (with WiFi))

2N® INDOOR COMPACT
STYLISH AND AFFORDABLE VIDEO ANSWERING UNIT DESIGNED FOR THE RESIDENTIAL MARKET

![Black 01935-001](White 01936-001)

2N® MOBILE VIDEO
APPLICATION AVAILABLE ON

![Black 01935-001](White 01936-001)

ABOUT 2N
2N, an Axis Company, is the largest global manufacturer of IP intercoms and was founded in the Czech Republic in 1991. The Company offers solutions including IP intercom and access control. 2N complies with the most stringent international standards and 2N products are compatible with most third-party systems. In 2018, 2N and Axis Communications joined forces in the US and Canada.